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The Survival of Tokugawa Fiction
in the Meiji Period
P. F. KORNICKI
University of Tasmania

LVER since

its heyday some thirty years into the nineteenth

century, the fiction of the late Tokugawa period has enjoyed a
shifting and insecure reputation. Partly as a result of this, students of
the Meiji period have tended to underestimate the importance it
had in the years after the Restoration. It is this point, and not the
rehabilitation of reputations, that will be my concern here, but by
way of introduction to the problem it will be as well first to show
how the reputations of the late Tokugawa writers have fluctuated.
The earlier writers from the Kansai area such as Ihara Saikaku
#XAM have not suffered this fate. Saikaku's works were rescued
from literary obscurity when Awashima Kangetsu ANh;,i and
others discovered them in the 1880s and when the first reprinted
extracts appeared in Bunko3Z* and Shigaramizoshi U
in
1889. Since then they have been held in generally high esteem and
much has been written about the influence they exerted on a number
of Meiji writers.' But the later, Edo writers have fared less well, and
I am indebted to the Japan Foundation, which financed my research at The Research
Institute for Humanistic Studies, Kyoto University, from 1976 to 1978, and to the Australian Research Grants Committee, which provided funds for a research trip to England and
Japan in January and February 1980. I am also very grateful to Dr. T. J. Harper of the
Australian National University who read through an earlier draft of this article and gave
me the benefit of his advice on a number of points.
1 On Saikaku and Meiji fiction, see Richard Lane, "Saikaku and the Modern Japanese
461
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Kyokutei Bakin AbPRM is a case in point: he is the only one of them
to have left critical opinions on the literary standards of the age, and
yet few of his positive judgements have gone unchallenged and his
own reputation is far from assured.
Bakin gave his opinions in his literary survey of the period, Kinsei
mononohonEdo sakushaburui
{f %pi, which he produced
in manuscript towards the end of his life and which remained unpublished until the Onchi sosho RMX
edition of 1891. In it he
devoted more than twice as much space to his own writings as to
those of any other writer and drew immodest conclusions about the
was among the
quality of his own works.2 Taguchi Ukichi E?l
r;0
first to present a more even-handed judgement and this appeared in
the pages of Nihon kaika shoshi Eli* {f1J-> (1877-82). Writing before
the so-called Genroku revival, he had this to say when surveying the
fiction of the Tokugawa period as a whole.
In the Genroku era [1688-1704] there was Saikaku in Osaka and he produced
many works (gebunM Z), but most of these are expressions of his own aesthetic
sensibilities rather than shosetsu;J4S. In the Ky6h6 era [1716-36] there was
in Kyoto, who wrote well of the ways of the world. His
Ejima Kiseki jT4%
style is not inferior to that of Chikamatsu but he was not a writer of shosetsu.There
were also ehon** based on j6ruri or kabuki plays, but none of these are worth
in Edo, who exlooking at. In the Bunka era [1804-18] there was Ky6den ,
ercised his natural talents to create characters whom he depicted largely by means
of his imagination. At last somebody had laid the foundations of the shosetsu.After
him came Bakin, whose works were yet more polished and were successful in
depicting ninjoAft. Although his plots were inferior by far to those of Kyoden, his
who wrote
style was accomplished. Then there was Ryuitei Tanehiko p
mainly kusazoshi_V9,% for women and girls to read; Tamenaga Shunsui 4
*, who created ninjibonAlrp*, putting the stress on speech and not concerning
himself with plot; and Shikitei Sanba
who became known for his
,
humour. It is here that literature is first to be found.3
Novel," in Edmund Skrzypczak, ed., Japan's Modern Century (Tokyo: Sophia Univ.,
1968); and Teruoka Yasutaka ,
, Saikaku-hyoronto kenkya,2 vols. (Chuo K6ronsha,
1948-50), i, 17-31. Extracts from Saikaku's Koshokuichidai onna and KRshokugonin onna
appeared in Bunko,No. 24 (23 July 1889), pp. 47-50, and No. 26 (12 Sept. 1889), pp.45.,
47. The latter appeared under the title Shokokugonin musume.Shoen okagami gff
appeared under the title Koshokunidai otokoin the first twelve issues of Shigaramizoshi from
Oct. 1889 onwards.
2 See Kimura Miyogo's
4i Pfla facsimile edition, privately published in Tenri in
1971, and particularly pp. 236-312 of the outstanding accompanying essay.
3Kaji Ryuiichi
pm-, ed., Nihon kaika shoshi, Iwanami Bunko 1019-20 (rev. ed.,
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Tsubouchi Sh6y6 KA&
did not share Taguchi's view that literature began with the Edo writers, and while he had words of praise
for some of them, he did devote a considerable part of his argument
in Shosetsu shinzui ;j<?4i" (1885-86) to an attack on the didactic
principles underlying Bakin's conception of fiction. Later still, he
came to regret that he had been so hard on Bakin.4 Sh6y6 was not
the only critic confronting Bakin in these years. In 1889 Uchida
Roan N IEl*JVwrote an article on the three greatest novelists ofJapan,
and left Bakin out of the triumvirate in favour of Saikaku, Ky6den,
and Sanba. He went on to say that, "Nobody who drivels over
[Bakin's] HakkendenAYzi or gets captivated by his YumiharizukiT3AK)
can be said to have grasped the subtle profundities of the shosetsu."6
But with the help of Yoda Gakkai fEIb,
Uemura Masahisa
*tfIIiEX, and others, Bakin's reputation survived Sh6y6's criticism,
so much so that in 1903 one T. Asada, writing in the Englishlanguage supplement to the magazine Taiyj ko, could declare him
"the greatest novelist that Japan ever produced" and pay tribute
to his memory with such panegyrics as the following: "Before his
time there had been no readable novels. Since his time, none have
been able to imitate even the worst of his works....
The Revolution
of 1868 may be ascribed more or less to the works of Bakin."6 And
of the Edo writers it was to Bakin that scholars turned most often
in the years before the Pacific War, not without some traces of
sympathy in their work for the conservatism and tendentiousness in

1964), p. 186. Taguchi's remarks are to be found in the twelfth chapter in the sixth and
final fascicle, which was published in Oct. 1882.
4 For Sh6y6's regrets, see Mori Ogai's afterword to Aeba K6son's edition of Bakin nikki
sho (1911), quoted in Leon M. Zolbrod, "Takizawa Bakin: Major Edo Author," Diss.
Columbia Univ. 1963, p. 283.
5 Fuchian Shujin 4Lktk (pseud.), "Nihon sh6setsu no sandaika," Shobungaku
,J+'3Z, No. 1 (21 Nov. 1889), p. 11, and No. 2 (28 Nov. 1889), pp. 1O-11. The quotation
is taken from the second instalment.
6 "Life of Bakin," The Sun TradeJournal,9, No. 13 (1 Sept. 1903), pp. 20-22. The piece
precedes the first instalment of a translation by one Henry Satoh of Bakin's "Yamato
zoshi" (i.e., Yamatozoshichochonokanzashi).ffff
a gokanfirst published in 1826).
;f,
For the views of Gakkai and Uemura, see the former's articles on Hakkendenand Yumiharizukiin Shuppangeppy6MR
, Nos. 3 (Oct. 1887) to 14 (Sept. 1888), and the latter's
"Bakin sh6setsu no shinzui," Jogaku zasshi cf*
No. 50 (5 Feb. 1887), pp. 184-85.
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his approach to fiction that brought him into disfavour in the early
postwar years.7
The other Edo writers soon lost the high regard in which they were
held by Taguchi and Roan and have tended to be studied less often
than Bakin. It is only in recent years that we have been given
scholarly treatments of Shunsui and Sanba that do not subscribe ab
initio to the Confucian prejudice of Bakin.8
In English writing on Japan, matters have followed a similarly
erratic course. Aston's strictures on the supposed lubricity of Saikaku's
oeuvre are well known and so it is no surprise to find that his overall
opinion of Tokugawa literature is not high.
But while the new literature [of the Tokugawa period] is much richer and of a
more vigorous growth than the old, there is a sad falling off in point of form. With
few exceptions it is disfigured by the grossest and most glaring faults. Extravagance,
false sentiment, defiance of probability whether physical or moral, pedantry,
pornography, puns and other meretricious ornaments of style, intolerable platitudes, impossible adventures, and weary wastes of useless detail meet us everywhere.9

What is surprising is to find him giving a generally positive appraisal
of ninjobonand regarding them more highly than the other genres of
the time.
The great service rendered by Shunsui and his fellow-composers of Ninj6bon
was to recall the attention of writers and readers of fiction to human nature as the
proper subject of the novelist's art. Since the time of Murasaki no [sic] Shikibu this
branch of study had been sadly neglected in Japan. The novelists of the romantic
school [i.e.,yomihon writers such as Bakin] were too much occupied with sensational
situations, hairbreadth escapes, and supernatural wonders, to study the human
heart with its affections and passions; while Ikku and Sanba, though excellent in
their way, were humourists and nothing more.
7 For a fuller treatment of Bakin's posthumous reputation, see Leon M. Zolbrod, Takizawa Bakin (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1967), pp. 134-36. More discreet is Tokuda
Takeshi's , WA history of Bakin studies in "Kaisetsu," in Bakin, Nihon bungaku kenkyui
shiry6 s6sho (Yuiseid6, 1974), pp. 298-306. For traces of the sympathies I refer to, see for
example Fujimura Tsukuru )4{,f,
"Bakin kenkyu," (pp. 1-28 of the same volume),
which was first published in 1931.
8 I am thinking particularly of Jinbo Kazuya gf%H
, TamenagaShunsuino kenkyiu
(Hakujitsusha, 1964); Honda Yasuo
, Shikitei Sanba no bungei (Kasama Shoin,
f*
1973); and Maruyama Shigeru ALI&, Shunsuininjobonno kenkyiu(Ofasha, 1978).
9 W. G. Aston, A History of JapaneseLiterature(London: William Heinemann, 1899),
pp. 221-22.
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The Ninj6bon, it is true, do not show us human nature at its best. The society
into which they introduce the reader is far from select, and the morality sadly
defective. But the vital element of fiction is there. We find in these works real
human beings depicted in such a way that we can follow their fortunes with
interest, and sympathise with them in their joys and sorrows.10

However, this view was not shared by Sansom, writing in 1950,
Keene, writing in 1955, or Morris, writing in 1962, who all played
variations on Aston's initial theme and left it at that:
Yedo literature on its own merits is deserving of little comment. It has its interest
as a social phenomenon and is at rare moments not wanting in a certain sophisticated fluency and even in a debilitated grace, but with few (though important)
exceptions it is fundamentally vulgar, a literature of bad taste and exiguous
content.
It must be admitted that the Japanese novel in the early nineteenth century had
dropped to its lowest level, tending to be either collections of jokes in doubtful
taste, or else dreary moralizing tales in many volumes. It was a denatured literature, possessing little of the elegance of style or evocative power of the famous
novels of earlier days.
The prose fiction of the late Tokugawa period was in a groove of mediocrity,
having largely lost the power and originality that animated the work of the great
prose writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, such as Saikaku, Kiseki,
and Akinari. Frivolous tales about courtesans, banal stories of licentiousness
in the gay quarters, and prolix works of a didactic nature were the stock-in-trade
of the early nineteenth-century prose writers with only two or three notable exceptions."1

These are damning words indeed, apart from the intriguing references in Sansom and Morris to unspecified exceptions.
To some extent the tendency to dismiss the fiction of Edo has been
counterbalanced by attempts to examine the work of individual
writers. In addition to Zolbrod's studies of Bakin there have been
those by Donath-Wiegand and Leutner of Shikitei Sanba and those
by Schamoni and Devitt of Sant6 Ky6den.12 The appearance of
10

Aston, p. 378.

11 Taken respectively from G. B. Sansom, The WesternWorldand Japan (London: The

Cresset Press, 1950), pp. 216-17; Donald Keene, Japanese Literature:An Introduction
for
WesternReaders (New York: Grove Press, 1955), p. 87; and Ivan Morris, ed., Modern
JapaneseStories: An Anthology(Rutland, Vt., and Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle, 1962), p. 11.
12 See the book by Zolbrod mentioned in note 7, supra,and his "Tigers, Boars, and Severed Heads: Parallel Series of Episodes in Eight 'Dogs' and Men of the Marshes,"ChungChi
Journal, No. 7 (1967), pp. 30-39, etc.; Margarethe Donath-Wiegand, Zur literaturhis-
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Donald Keene's World Within Walls: JapaneseLiteratureof the PreModern Era, 1600-1867 (New York: Holt, Reinhart and Winston,
1976) has added to the literature on the subject with an up-to-date
and informative survey of Edo fiction, but there are grounds for
reservation as Leutner has argued:
[Keene seems to have] accepted rather less than critically the common scholarly
opinion of certain writers and genres and thereby to have prevented himself and us
from appreciating them on their own terms.
The three remaining chapters on kanazoshi,ukiyozoshi,and gesakufiction paint a
depressing picture of the state of the fiction-writing art in the Edo period. One
of the reasons why this is so,... is that Keene has found it difficult to talk about
the books and authors he discusses from any perspective other than that of the
standards by which we are accustomed to judge the fictional forms of our own
European tradition.13

I shall refer again to these methodological problems that Leutner
raises and merely point out here that Edo fiction is yet to be assured
of acceptance.
My purpose in the pages that follow, however, is not to offer an
apology for Edo fiction in spite of its dismal reputation, still less to
sing its praises. It is rather to draw attention to the survival of late
Tokugawa fiction and its values in the Meiji period and thereby to
suggest that a poor opinion of Edo fiction is no reason for ignoring
it in studies of Meiji literature.
In many fields from banking to education students ofJapan have
pared down the dramatic significance of 1868 by demonstrating
precursors from the Tokugawa period and survivals in the Meiji
period, but as yet little comparable work has been done in the
field of literature.14 Literatures are no more subject to abrupt and
unforeshadowed changes of course than social institutions, and so it
torischenStellung des Ukiyoburovon Shikitei Sanba (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrossowitz, 1963),
Robert Winfred Leutner, "Shikitei Sanba and the KokkeibonTradition in Late Edo Period
Popular Fiction," Diss., Univ. of Michigan 1977; Wolfgang Schamoni, Die SharebonSanto
Kyoden's und ihre literaturgeschichtliche
Stellung (Bonn: Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelm'sUniversitait, 1970); Jane Devitt, "Sant6 Ky6den and theyomihon: Mukashigatari inazuma
byoshi,"Diss., Harvard Univ. 1976, and "Santo Kyoden and the Yomihon," HJAS, 39
(1979), 253-74.
13 "World Within Walls: A View from Without," HJAS, 38 (1978), 227, 234.
14 For a good summary of this issue, see Sydney Crawcour, "The Tokugawa Period and
Japan's Preparation for Modern Economic Growth," JJS, 1 (1974), 113-25.
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is worth giving some attention to the problem of 1868 and the literary
importance to be attached to it. This issue has been raised by Yamanouchi in his recent study of modern Japanese literature:
There is no doubt that the Meiji Restoration in political and social terms clearly
marked a historical watershed. But how did this critical change affect the nature of
Japanese literature? One cannot write literary history in socio-political terms
alone. Literary climates do not change overnight like a political system caught in
the turmoil of a revolution or a radical reform.

These are obvious and yet important points, but Yamanouchi is
not convinced of their value in the case of the Meiji period.
We should always heed these cautionary tenets of literary criticism. But, as will
soon become apparent, the writers treated here were all locked inextricably into the
violent vortex of modern Japanese history. Right from the opening shot of the
civil war that led to the Meiji Restoration, the political and social changes of this
country were to find their echoes in the pages of Japanese novels. The Meiji
Restoration justly serves as a critical landmark in the literary history of Japan.15

But are the involvements of writers and the echoes in their works
sufficient by themselves to justify this conclusion? Are matters of
style and form of so little account? The fact that Yamanouchi's first
writer is Sh6y6 is inclined to raise doubts: to be sure, he was an
important writer and one steeped in the energetic culture of the day,
but whatever the opinions of his contemporaries are his works really
so little in debt to the preceding era in form and expression ?16
Further doubts arise when one turns to Yamanouchi's succeeding
paragraph and learns that "the influence [of these political and social
changes], oddly enough, did not appear immediately". Further on,
apparently in support of his line of argument, he correctly states
15Hisaaki Yamanouchi, The Searchfor Authenticityin ModernJapaneseLiterature(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1978), p. 1.
16For the critical reception accorded to Tosei shoseikIatagi(1885-86), for example, see
Marleigh Grayer Ryan, The Developmentof Realismin theFiction of TsubouchiShoyo(Seattle:
Univ. of Washington Press, 1975), pp. 51-54. For approaches to this work that deal with
its relationship to Tokugawa fiction, see the critical commentary by Umezawa Nobuo
i
in TsubouchiShoyoshuf,Nihon kindai bungaku taikei 3 (Kadokawa Shoten, 1974),
and Maeda Ai
f "Gesaku bungaku to Tosei shosei katagi," Nihon kindai bungaku,
2 (1965), 13-23. In this connection it is pertinent to note Edward Seidensticker's comments on Saikun t (1889) when reviewing Ryan's book in MN, 31 (1976), 202: "the
several tragedies all jammed in together in what is only a medium-length story suggest the
Tokugawayomihon the chief merit of which is in exuberant plotting."
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that Meiji writers sought to raise the status of fiction and goes on to
claim as follows:
There was to be'nothing disgraceful about writing prose fiction. In fact, some of its
early Meiji practitioners were of a samurai background, unimaginable during the
Tokugawa period.

Far from being unimaginable, it was quite often the case. Apart
from Bakin himself, there are the examples of Hiraga Gennai * N,
Ota Nanpo *El i, H6seid6 Kisanjii
Koikawa Harumachi IPJWT,and Ryiitei Tanehiko, to mention only the most well
known, and it is by no means true that they were all r6nin or from
the lower ranks. It is surely only on the basis of extensive familiarity
with the literature of the Tokugawa period that one can discuss the
right of 1868 to serve "as a critical landmark in the literary history
of Japan," but Yamanouchi seems to think the problem so clearcut as to be unworthy of further discussion."
Similarly unconvincing is Ryan's attempt to dissociate Shoyo
from his forebears in her monograph on his novels.
Writers of the early Meiji felt it was necessary to break with the fiction of the past
if they were to create a literature suitable to their time. They did not consider the
fiction they inherited worthy of emulation.
... the nation was ready to slough off the atrocious fiction it had been encumbered with for centuries and assume a new literary stance suitable to an educated,
dynamic, world power. (Ryan, pages 13-15)

Ryan's opinion of Edo fiction is unambiguous, but are her assumptions warranted? As I shall attempt to demonstrate below, the
attitudes she imputes to Meiji writers and readers were by no means
as widespread as she seems to be suggesting, and it is in any case one
thing to feel it "necessary to break with the fiction of the past" and
quite another to achieve this. But it is more important still to notice
that disregard for Edo fiction, in which Ryan agrees with Sansom,
Keene, and Morris, is here coming perilously close to a reason for
ignoring it. It would be a remarkable thing indeed, and it would
need documentation, not invective, if there really were such a decisive
break as we are being asked to believe.
Whether the literature of the half-century or so before 1868 is
17 Yamanouchi, pp. 1-3.
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really worthless or not is beside the point. The conviction that it
is worthless, however, does not allow one to assume that Meiji
writers made a clean break, any more than do political and social
changes alone. Reluctance to question this assumption has had two
consequences. One of these is a failure to appreciate that late Tokugawa fiction was not without its positive developments and its
contributions to Meiji fiction. One such development is the tradition
of linguistic realism that has been described by Araki in the context
of sharebon MiX* and that was a feature of most late Tokugawa
fictional writing.18 The experiments made by Sanba and others in
the representation of unadorned, everyday speech are no less valid
as realistic techniques for being rarely met with in Western literatures:
it is in areas such as this that the methodological points made by
Leutner in his review of World Within Walls are at their most telling.'s
But quite apart from its intrinsic interest, the tradition of linguistic
realism also reduced the problems of Meiji writers struggling with
: the written representation of
the demands of genbun itchi tR
dialogue had long been one with the spoken forms, and it was only
the narrative that was the problem. Acknowledgement of this and
other developments does not, it need hardly be said, require the student of the period to renounce his critical faculties in other areas
where the Edo writers may be found wanting.
The second consequence is that, whereas due attention is paid to
the influence on Meiji writers of outside literary ideas and models,
little is paid to the balance between such influence and that of the
immediate past. The impact of unfamiliar literary traditions was
naturally great, but understanding of them was but slowly and
imperfectly acquired for much of the Meiji period, and not all were
willing or able to put into practice what they understood of them.
Sh6yo comes to mind here, and so do Yamada Bimy6 ii WX41,
Ozaki K6y6 ,!t ,1, Higuchi Ichiy6 fi -X, and Natsume S6seki's
XH*51F early works. Koy6's Konjikiyasha *
(1897-1903)
illustrates this point well. The Restoration was some thirty years old
18 James T. Araki, "Sharebon:
Books for Men of Mode," MN, 24 (1969), 31-45. See also
Leutner, "Shikitei Sanba and the KokkeibonTradition," esp. pp. 137-47, 160-63, and
197-201.
19 For a more substantial discussion of this point, see Leutner, "World Within Walls:
A View from Without," pp. 238-43.
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when the first instalments appeared in the Yomiuri, and in spite of,
or perhaps even because of, its mixture of contemporary themes and
familiar ninjobontechniques, it won great favour with the reading
public and the critical establishment alike.2o
Lingering influences such as these are often overlooked, but there
have been some recent exceptions. Walker, in her study of the Meiji
novel, has given some consideration to ninjobonand their contribution to Meiji literature, and in a review article Miyoshi has drawn
attention to the tendency to forsake the recent past for the distant
past in discussions of older influences on modern Japanese fiction.
Discussing an article by Ryan he notes that "she forgets the Edo
gesakuMf1 fiction, the immediate antecedent to the modern development [of the novel]," and on J. Thomas Rimer's Modern Japanese
Fiction and Its Traditions: An Introduction (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1978), he says: "But one does wonder if his thesis
wouldn't need some adjustment had he discussed Ihara Saikaku
instead of Ueda Akinari, and included the gesaku writers (Ky6den,
Shunsui, Sanba, and Ikku). Shouldn't we have to face up to the
bourgeois-parodic tradition as well as to the aristocratic-monogatari/
poetic development ?"21
The exaggerated literary importance attached to 1868 has in part
fathered the two tendencies described above and in turn been given
further credence by them. There has also been another factor working
to reinforce this apparent importance. This is the assumption that
Tokugawa fiction died with the regime that tolerated its existence.
But those who rejected the bakufuand all its works did not necessarily
reject the prose fiction of its subjects, and it is the aim of the remainder
of this paper to attempt to demonstrate that. There are two main
20
For further details see P. F. Kornicki, "The Novels of Ozaki K6y6: A Study of Selected Works with Special Reference to the Relationship between the Fiction of the
Tokugawa and Early Meiji Periods," DPhil. diss. Univ. of Oxford 1979, pp. 183-210.
For the critical response to Konjikiyasha,see Meiy6 &2 (pseud.), "Konjikiyashazenpen o
7, No. 11 (1898), pp. 332-36; anon., "Konjikiyasha
yomu," Wasedabungaku*fjZ;,
no zenpen," Teikokubungaku,3, No. 3 (1897), p. 109; and Yasuda K6ami %f*r
2 (1902),
(pseud.) and sixteen others, "Konjikiyashaj6chui gehen gappy6," GeibunS;,
pp. 86-138 (not to be confused with the Kyoto Imperial University periodical of the same
title [1910-31]).
21 See Janet A. Walker, TheJapaneseNovel of the Meiji Periodand the Ideal of Individualism
(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1979), esp. pp. 12-16, and Masao Miyoshi, "Modern
Japanese Fiction in the United States," HJAS, 39 (1979), 429-41, esp. 435, 438.
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avenues of enquiry, which I shall deal with in turn: the reprinting
history of Edo fiction and readership.

HISTORY

OF REPRINTING

In the first two decades of the Meiji period, when it was rare for
new works of fiction to appear in more than one printing, there was
by contrast a plethora of reprints of late Tokugawa fiction. To support this assertion and to illustrate the scale of the practice, I give
below a brief examination of the reprints of works by three Edo
writers, but this is likely to understate the case for two reasons. One
is that it is based only on the collection in the University Library,
University of Cambridge and the details in the published catalogue
of the holdings of Meiji publications in the National Diet Library.22
A systematic search of other major collections, particularly those in
the British Library and Tenri Library, would doubtless yield other
examples which would add to my numbers but they would not
substantively alter the picture I present. A different approach has
been taken by Maeda in his study of Meiji reprinting, for he relies
on the evidence of publishers' advertisements appearing in the
Yomiuriand the Tokyoeiri shinbunARAWAJj. This has the potential
advantage of including reprint editions that are now either extremely
rare or no longer extant, but it has the disadvantages of omitting
works that were not advertised in these newspapers, particularly
reprints published in the provinces, and of assuming that all works
advertised were actually published. Furthermore, his account covers
only the years 1882 to 1885.23
The other reason is that in the early years after the Restoration it
was common practice to issue wood-block reprints from the original
blocks without altering the colophons. In some cases, but by no
means all, there are clues present that point to the Meiji origins of
publications of this sort, such as inserted lists of distributors with
Tokyo or Saiky6 WRA addresses, or movable-type catalogues of
22 KokuritsuKokkai Toshokanshozo5:Meiji ki kanko5
tosho mokurokuP)Jp
;IJfNN ff,
7 vols. (Kokkai Toshokan, 1971-76), iv, 456-79.
23 "Meiji shoki gesaku shuppan no d6k6-kinsei shuppan kik6 no kaitai," in Maeda Ai,
Kindaidokushanoseiritsu(Yuiseid6, 1973), esp. pp. 55-63; his lists of numbers of reprints for
individual works are to be found on pp. 58-59.
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companion publications.24 Few reprints of this kind, if any, are
furnished with a date.
I have set 1889 as my terminusad quem,for the numbers of reprints
drop off sharply after that year. But, as I have indicated below, there
was not a complete cessation. And the continuation of a steady demand is shown by the publication around the turn of the century of
the Teikoku bunko VMZJ series (1893-97) and its sequel, Zoku
teikokubunko(1898-1903): these amounted to a hundred volumes in
all and were wholly taken up with reprints of works from the whole
gamut of Tokugawa literature, including of course the fiction of the
later period.
Jippensha Ikku

Dochi hizakurigeMrPOWt (1802-22). 1881: Ejima Ihei; Kobayashi Tetsujir6 (a second printing in 1882). 1882: Kaibund6. 188283: Kimura Bunzabur6. 1883: Shorindo; Kakuseisha; Senshindo.
1884: Konomura Hikosuke (Osaka). 1884-85: Fujitani Toraz6;
Kato Seishichi. 1885: Bunjido (a second printing in 1886); Kyokush6do; Usagiya Makoto. 1885-86: Shinshind6 (Osaka). 1886:
Zenshind6; Sh6satsuya. 1888: Ky6s6ya (Osaka). Further editions
in 1890, 1891, 1898, 1907 (two), 1910, 1911 (three), and 1912. Thus
there were at least seventeen different editions of this work issued in
the nine years from 1881 to 1889, and ten in the remaining twentythree years of the Meiji period. Maeda gives five for the years 188285 as opposed to the eleven given above. It should be noted that not
all of these are complete reprints: some cover only the T6kaid6
section of the work and omit the rest. Furthermore, the exact title
differs from case to case: some are titled Shuchin#30 dochuhizakurige,
indicating a pocket edition.
Tsuizokufuzan no yume SM

(yomihonV*,

1815). 1886:

Bun'yiisha. 1888: Bunsend6. One further edition in 1890.
At least ten other works by Ikku were reprinted separately during
the period in question.

24
Saiky6 was used as a name for Kyoto to parallel that of Tokyo from the early years of
the Meiji period at least until the end of the second decade.
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Kyokutei Bakin
Musobyje kocho monogatari
k
(yomihon, 1809-10).
1882: Eikyuisha; T6kyo Haishi Shuppansha. 1882-83: Kimura
Bunzabur6. 1883: Shinshind6 (Kyoto). 1884: Shun'y6d6. 1885:
Shun'y6d6 (different edition, illustrated). 1886: Shun'y6d6 (pocket
edition); Murayama Shigetake (Osaka). 1888: Shinshindo (Osaka).
1889: Tsutsui Tamijir6. Further editions in 1890, 1905, and 1911
(two). So there were at least nine reprints of this yomihon in eight
years.
Sesshoseki gonichi no kaidan 3RThi
(gokan
, 1824-43).
H;X6
W
1886: Ky6ryulsha (a second printing in February 1887 and a third
in April 1887). 1887: Shinshind6 (Osaka); Bunsend6. 1888; Ryuik6d6. One further edition in 1892 and a partial one in 1900.
In addition, more than forty other works by Bakin were reprinted
between 1868 and 1889, many several times each. Thus there were
eleven reprints of Mukashigatari shichiya no kura f
(1810),
four of Aoto Fujitsuna moryoan*AHMIM
(1811-12), and six of
Nanso Satomi hakkenden
JAki* (1814-42). The number for
Hakkenden,at least, is clearly too low, for Maeda lists seven reprints
for the years 1882-85 alone.
Tamenaga Shunsui
Shunshokuumegoyomi34
(1 832-33). 1882: Kimura Bunzabur6;
Kakuseisha (second printing: date of first not known). 1887:
D6meibunsha; J6und6; Kanzaki Jir6; Fukuda Eiz6. One further
reprint in 1890. These figures are also too low: Maeda gives four
reprints for the years 1882-85. It should also be noted that the
reprints put out by D6meibunsha and J6und6 both include some of
the sequels to Umegoyomias well.
Shunshokutatsumi no sono *E.
M (1833-35). 1882: Kakuseisha.
1882-83: Kimura Bunzabur6. 1883: Kaishind6. One further reprint
in 1900.
At least eight other works by Shunsui were reprinted before 1890
including Shunshokumegumi no hana *Mkolt
(1836), which was
reprinted five times.
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This is just a small part of a large picture. In those twenty-two
years there were also reprints of many works by Ryiitei Rij6 0*03N,
Ky6den and his brother Ky6san i[I4, Sanba, Tanehiko, Sh6tei
, Kyokusanjin WAI-[k
Kinsui **A,;-Sc Umebori Kokuga
alone), Bisanjin *J-Lk,
(twelve reprints of his Musume setsuyo.JtJ
and many obscure writers as well. There seem to have been none in
and only one of
book form of Saikaku or Ueda Akinari EI8k#,
Kiseki. It is possible to add to the picture with anthologies, collections, and serialized reprints, but it would be supererogatory to do
so. It will already be clear that the reprinting of works by the Edo
authors was carried out on a large scale in the first half of the Meiji
period, and numbers sold must have been prodigious by the standards
of the times. Maeda reports that an edition of Hakkendenput out by
in 1882 sold seven thousand
T6kyo Haishi Shuppansha ARA WI?i-ft
copies in under two years, and draws attention to the widespread
use of advertisements to further the commercialization of the book
at this time.25 One is forced to conclude from this evidence, however
unpalatable it may be, that there was a vigorous demand for Edo
fiction in these years.
The explanation for this phenomenon put forward by Maeda, and
also by Okitsu, is that "there was a broad retreat [ca. 1881] from
policies aimed at the enlightenment and education of the people . . .
and this aroused nostalgia for the things of the past."26 The result,
according to Maeda, was a revival first of traditional Chinese learning and then of interest in the late Edo writers, both accompanied
by a burgeoning reprint industry in the appropriate area of publication. The fact that all the reprints mentioned above date from after
1880 may seem to support this view of a resurgence of the popularity
of Edo fiction, but the appearance may be deceptive.
During the early Meiji period, that is the first ten years or so after
the Restoration, works of Edo fiction were available to the public
either in the form of undated reprints executed from the original
blocks, as mentioned above, or through the agency of the circulating
(see below). As long as the blocks
libraries known as kashihon'ya *J
See Maeda, pp. 57, 61-62, and the illustrations at the front of the book.
(Shintei) Meiji kaika-ki bungakuno
Maeda, p. 56. See also Okitsu Kaname Wg*,
kenkyu(Offisha, 1973), pp. 76-77.
25
26
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couid still produce legible copies there was no cheaper or simpler way
of producing a reprint, and there was no reason for changing over to
movable type. It also seems that, at least until 1876 and probably
later, movable type was a more expensive proposition than woodblocks, whether old or new, for the commercial publisher of literature.27 Now the so-called reprinting boom of the 1880s consisted
almost entirely of movable-type reprints, except for the first couple
of years: most of the reprints listed above from the years 1882 and
1883 were executed either in woodblock or, in the case of Kimura
Bunzabur6, in copperplate, but subsequent reprints were executed
in movable type. These circumstances suggest that it was only when
the old blocks were exhausted and movable type had become more
economical that publishers turned to movable type for the production
of reprints. In other words, there seem to be no obvious grounds for
assuming that there was a low demand for Edo fiction in the first
ten years of the Meiji period and that demand dramatically increased
in the 1880s. But there were undoubtedly dramatic changes in the
ways in which that demand was met.

READERSHIP

The constant reprinting of works of late Tokugawa fiction ensured
a steady supply of such literature for Meiji readers, but there were
other means of access to the book as well, amongst them the kashihon.ya. Kashihon'ya had been widespread in the first half of the
nineteenth century and although their numbers seem to have been
much reduced in the Meiji period, they remained visible and,,active
agents for the circulation of books for some time. Edward Morse, for
example, came across them while in Tokyo as Professor of Zoology
at the Imperial University and he commented on their ubiquity in
Japan Day by Day, his account of life in Japan.28
From quite early on, and certainly by the 1870s, some kashihon'ya
Maeda, p. 53, note 11.
Japan Day By Day: 1877, 1878-79, 1882-83 (Kobunsha, 1936), p. 120. See P. F.
Kornicki, "The Publisher's Go-Between: Kashihonyain the Meiji Period," ModernAsian
Studies, 14 (1980), 331-44, where in my conclusion I adumbrated the views presented in
the present article. In the account of Meiji kashihon'yathat follows I have summarised my
earlier findings and have only used examples that have recently come to my attention.
27

28
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in Tokyo had begun to adapt themselves to the times and learned to
cater to the thirst for translations and information about the West,
but in the early years at least, the new was added to the old rather
than replacing it. This can be seen at its clearest in the advertisements pasted into books by such large, long-established Tokyo
kashihon'ya as Numadaya Tokubei
of Kojimachi and
E
Ikedaya Seikichi
I1W
of Ushigome. The only works of Meiji
composition mentioned in these advertisements are gunkimono?OMg
dealing with the Boshin War (1868-69) and translations. Otherwise
the range is no different from what it would have been in the Tokugawa period, with the emphasis on the more substantial genres of
Edo fiction and with an admixture of meishoki-tPfi, gunkimono,and
zuihitsu VAM.29 On the other hand, there were some new kashihon'ya
founded in Tokyo, and perhaps elsewhere, in the 1870s and these
reversed the emphasis. The following advertisement, which appeared
in the Tokyj nichinichi shinbun A' 1 F14tjI in 1874, illustrates this
practice with respect to an establishment in Kanda.
We beg to announce the opening on 17th ult. of a reading room for books new
and old, translations, and newspapers, and we eagerly await the busy custom of
gentlemen from near and far.
Persons wishing to peruse volumes in their own homes need only inform us of
their address and we shall deliver the volumes forthwith, irrespective of the distance.
The borrowingfee will be determined in accordance with the number of volumes
borrowed and we shall endeavour to lend at the cheapest rates.
Reading room fee: one sen five rin per person.
The establishment will provide tea and tobacco trays and naturally no charge
will be made for this service.
Ogawa-ch6 Sarugaku-machi, 2-6, Yusokuken tRIJlf.30

It was mainly, but not exclusively, establishments offering translations and newspapers, the latest publications of the time, that chose
to advertise in the 1870s. The older and more traditional ones, it
may be supposed, relied on the established tastes of an established
29 For an illustration of the Numadaya advertisement, see P. F. Kornicki, "Notes on
Some Former kashihonya *F
Books in the Library of the School of Oriental and African
Studies," BSOAS, 43.3 (1980), 544-47. For an example of the Ikedaya version, see the
inside front cover of part 3, vol. 3, of the copy of Okawajinseiroku 1{4llf=R in Tenri
Library (91365/81/3-3).
30 Tokyonichinichishinbun,14 Oct. 1874, p. 2.
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clientele: that they existed is certain from surviving books that contain what are unmistakably the seals of Meiji kashihon'ya.31
In this connection the diaries and reminiscences of various Meiji
men of substance have their own evidence to offer. Mori Ogai AA,
Ueki Emori *
and Takata Sanae jgEi
all borrowed works
by the Edo writers from kashihon'ya in their early years at the
beginning of the Meiji period, and at the start of the twentieth century Ishikawa Takuboku IJl1*t was borrowing Shunsui's ninjobon
as well as H. G. Wells and Shimazaki T6son 61061 from a kashihon'ya in Tokyo. Many others had similar experiences. Iwaya
Sazanami W;I4i0 noted the visits of kashihon'yato his rooms in his
diary for the years 1887 to 1889, and from the details he supplied it
is clear that he was borrowing ninjobonand other works of Edo fiction
as well as more recent publications. The journalist Shinoda K6z6
EAf
(1871-1965) recorded in his reminiscences of the Meiji
period that as a youth he had read most of the books in Nagatoya
RPAlR,a large kashihon'yain Tokyo that survived the Restoration for
a number of years, and all that he mentions of its stock are the works
of Bakin, Shunsui, Sanba, Tanehiko, and so on. And Kanamori
Tokujir6 BAPJ,1z (1886-1959), a prominent constitutional lawyer,
states in his autobiography that he borrowed similar works from
the famous Daiso 7-k of Nagoya, probably the foremost kashihon:ya
in both the Tokugawa and the Meiji periods.32 Of course, other
examples can be adduced, such as Tayama Katai WL[JtL, whose
recollections focus on the new fiction of the age, but the above
examples show that many who were of sound intellect and untouched
by nostalgia for the days of the bakufu found the Edo writers worth
reading and not inconsistent with contemporary literary tastes even
towards the end of the Meiji period.
More information about the reading tastes of the educated elite
31 Several factors can indicate that a given kashihon'yawas operating in the Meiji period.
Its seal may be found in undated Meiji block reprints, or the seal itself may contain a reference to the new administrative units of ken,fu, and shi. Thus the copy of Rokujuen's -M[J
- (yomihon,first published 1808) in Osaka Furitsu Toshokan
Omiagata monogatari3RM
(Asahi Collection 255. 6/3) contains a seal bearing the words "Kagoshima-ken...
kashihondokoro."
32 See the material quoted in Hironiwa Motosuke ,
"Meiji no kashihon'ya to
riy6sha-ikutsuka no denki nikki kara," parts 4-6, Kashihonbunka,No. 6 (Sept. 1978),
pp. 14-15, No. 7 (Mar. 1979), pp. 16-19, and No. 9 (Dec. 1979), p. 21.
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of mid-Meiji Japan can be gleaned from a series of articles which
in 1889 under the title "Shoappeared in Kokuminno tomo J
moku jisshu" @ P +U. These took the form of responses from a number of writers, journalists, and scholars to a letter from Tokutomi
asking them to list their favourite reading matter.33
Soh6 g
Sixty-nine replies were reprinted altogether. A handful would appear
to have been somewhat disingenuous: Tomii Masaaki &$r
(1858-1935) listed only a number of works in French dealing with
such subjects as anthropology and political economy, and Sekiya
Kiyokage lR6il F (1854-96) nothing but a number of seismological
studies in English. Most, however, saw fit to include at least some
works of literature in their lists, whether in Chinese, Japanese, English, French, Russian, or German. Of the sixty-nine, twenty-eight
mentioned at least one work of European or American literature,
twenty-four at least one work of classical Japanese literature, and
twenty-seven at least one work of Tokugawa literature: of these
twenty-seven, eighteen included at least one work by one of the Edo
writers published between 1790 and 1868. The replies have two
particular points of interest. One is that not one of the respondents
chose any work of Meiji fiction, although in his long-winded reply
did mention K6y6, Sh6yo, and Bimy6 in
Miyake Setsurei Et
passing. Sh6y6, who had earlier found much to admire in Futabatei's Ukigumo t,9 chose Vanity Fair, Cowper, Washington Irving,
and The Spectator but no Japanese work more recent than the
of Kiseki and his successors. Only three
JA3ItR
hachimonjiya-mono
respondents mentioned any Meiji publications at all: Futabatei
a translation by Morita Shiken
included Tantei Yiuberuli-l---A',
AWEJt of part of Victor Hugo's Choses Vues (1887-1900), which
had been serialised in Kokumin no tomo a few months earlier from
January to March 1889; Roan included Futabatei's own translations
from Turgenev, Aibiki and Meguriai, which had been serialised in
Kokuminno tomo (1888) and Miyako no hana 4534t (1888-89) respec33 Tokutomi Soh6, ed., "Shomoku jisshu," Kokuminno tomo,No. 48 (supplement: Apr.
1889), pp. 1-18, No. 49 (May 1889), pp. 30-32, and No. 54 (July 1889), pp. 28-29. In
:
of Doshisha University kindly allowed
1977 and 1978 Professor Sugii Mutsur6
me to participate in a seminar on the respondents and their choices. It was from one of
these seminar sessions that I learnt of the entry in K6toku Shasui's diary (see below), and
I wish here to record my gratitude to Professor Sugii.
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tively; and Ukita Kazutami MMR
(1859-1945) included the
writings of Fukuzawa Yukichi
3 Fukuchi Ochi 10M*i, and
Tokutomi Soh6 himself. The other point is that many respondents
whose reading tastes ranged widely chose to include not Meiji fiction
but late Tokugawa fiction along with the Western works they admired. There are ten in this category, and a few examples will serve
to illustrate the point. Fukuchi Ochi chose Shakespeare, Schiller,
and Dumas (the latter two in English translation), and several works
by Lord Lytton, and alongside them Bakin's Hakkendenand Chinsetsu
yumiharizuki *T3eR1
(1807-1 1), Sanba's Ukiyoburo Yg , (1 80913), and another kokkeibon,Ryiitei Rijo's Hanagoyomihasshojin trf%}\A (1820-49). An anonymous respondent, identified only by his
possession of a doctorate, chose Sanba and the Kokinshu7along with
Gray's Elegy and several works each by Dickens, Thackeray, George
Eliot, and Oliver Goldsmith. And lastly there is the list compiled
by Seki Naohiko
ij%- (1857-1934), whose involvement in literary
life in the early Meiji period is attested by his translation of Disraeli's
Coningsby,which appeared under the title Shun'jten V,ft$ in 1884,
and by the speech he delivered in favour of the reform of fiction in
1887. His full list comprised the following: Shakespeare, Macaulay,
Hugo's Les Miserables, Thackeray's VanityFair, Sheridan's School of
(sic) Scandal,and Patrie! (1869), an historical play by Victorien Sardou
(1831-1908); Heike monogatariand Taiheiki; Ryuitei Tanehiko's Nise
Murasaki inaka Genji11AJ-FR-A-i (1829-42), Hakkenden,Hizakurige,
Hasshojin, and Iroha bunko (1836-72), a ninjobonby Tamenaga Shunsh6 , alias Shunsui ii; Mencius, Ssu-ma Ch'ien's Shih chi k0, the
Tso chuan/_, and Pa chia wen A*iV;, an anthology of T'ang writings.
Like almost all the others, he included no contemporary Japanese

writing.34
The variety afforded by these three examples may also be found
in the choice of K6toku Shuisui +fik*.
Shuisui was not invited to
contribute to the articles but in April 1889 when the first of them
appeared he noted in his diary that he had been fascinated to learn
from them of the reading tastes of these well-known figures and he
34 See "Nihon sh6setsu kairy6 ron," Tokyonichinichishinbun,12-13 Jan. 1887. This is a
transcript of a speech Seki gave to the Dai Nippon Ky6iku Kai on 9 Jan. 1887. His list of
books is to be found in Kokuminno tomo,No. 48, p. 17.
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proceeded to list his own favourite books.35 These consisted of a
number of Chinese philosophical and literary works; five works of
classical Japanese literature; a number of works of Edo fiction,
including fouryomihon by Bakin (Hakkenden,Yumiharizuki,Musobyoe,
and Raigo ajari kaisoden#AEJ 4A
[1808]), two ninjobon(Musume setsuyo and Umegoyomi), and two kokkeibon (Hizakurige and
Ukiyoburo);and, exceptionally, a few works from the Meiji periodShoy6's Tosei shosei katagi Z-9
.iW (1885-86) and Saikun (1889),
Yamada Bimy6's Kochi Q (1889), Saganoya Omuro's !f0l#P2K
Ajiki nashi
(1888), Futabatei's Ukigumo, and his Turgenev
r
translation Aibiki.
It is clear from all this that late Tokugawa fiction was still held in
high regard at this time. It was so far from being regarded as inferior
to the fiction of the Meiji period that it was given a place alongside
the classics of Chinese, Japanese, and Western literature, while a
similar place was denied to the works of Sh6yo and Futabatei by all
except Shuisui. And not even Shuisui saw fit to exclude the Edo writers
altogether in favour of his contemporaries.
CONCLUSION

The evidence presented above suggests that in spite of the novelty
of the age, of the transformations that were altering the structure
and substance of Meiji society, and of the general approbation with
which these changes were greeted, the literary loyalties of the Meiji
reader did not rapidly follow suit and for some time remained
attached to the literature of the years before the Restoration. The
nation was not, after all, quite so ready to slough off the fiction of
the preceding decades, however interested it may have been in the
newly arrived literature of the West. And this is as true of the writers
and scholars who responded to Soho's enquiries as it is of the common
reader, who continued to read Edo fiction through the agency of
kashihon'yaor in reprint editions but whose individual literary tastes
are now lost to the historian. This poses further questions that it is
beyond the scope of this article to answer but that are worth mentioning in passing. It is clear from the "Shomoku jisshu" articles
35 KotokuShu-suizenshiu,12 vols. (Meiji Bunken), ix (1969), 17-18.
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that some who were familiar with various works of European and
American literature were not embarrassed to admit to a partiality
for Edo fiction as well, and we need to know what their criteria may
have been.36 It is surely not enough to start from the position that
Edo fiction was of no consequence and to conclude from that that
the Meiji writers were blind to its faults. We need to know more
about the ways in which Meiji men and women of letters who had
been brought up on Tokugawa fiction read and understood the
Western fiction with which they subsequently came into contact.
Implicit in the above is the suggestion that reliance on 1868 as a
boundary of literary as well as political significance has produced a
distorted picture of literary currents in Meiji Japan. Such a picture
cannot but emerge when it is taken as given that late Tokugawa
fiction is worthless as literature, or when Meiji fiction is discussed in
terms of trends that were to be dominant later or of works which
have an importance for us that they lacked for contemporary
readers. It goes without saying that the retrospective approach is
important for tracing, for example, the roots of realism and naturalism
in modern Japanese literature, but it cannot pass muster as an account of the literary world of Meiji Japan, where literary tastes and
opinions were considerably different from those of today. It is
becoming increasingly clear from the work of Hiraoka and others
that an appreciation of these literary tastes can add much to our
understanding of the composition and popularity of the political
novels, Soseki's early works, and much that lies in between.37
The year 1868 has long been represented as the literary boundary
par excellence inJapanese history, that which divides the "classical"
from the "modern," and I have tried to suggest here that too much
faith has been placed in it. There are good grounds for supposing
that the stress placed on it and on the literary impact of the West
may have obscured certain continuities and the literary importance
of other events. Ryan herself is of this opinion when discussing links
between the poetic diary form and the fiction of the modern era.38
36 I am currently working on a
monograph which will deal with this issue in the context
of the movement for the reform of fiction in the early Meiji period.
37 See for example Hiraoka Toshio ZjS
, Nihon kindai bungakuno shuppatsu(Kinokuniya Shoten, 1973), Okitsu, Meiji kaika-kibungakuno kenkyu,pp. 268-83, etc.
38 "Modern Japanese Fiction: Accommodated Truth," JJS, 2 (1976), 249-66.
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The emergence of the commercial printer and publisher in the early
Tokugawa period is one such event of arguable literary importance.
Eisenstein's work on printing and the Renaissance has demonstrated
the significance of the development of printing for the preservation
and accessibility of cultural traditions and for its popularizing effects,
and a similar case could be made for the impact of printing in
Tokugawa Japan. May has argued along these lines in his study of
Asai Ryai A#TS and has pointed out some of the literary implications.39 It was in the early 1600s that such classics as Ise monogatari
and Taiheiki were first printed. Printing made these works widely
available for the first time; it made the arcane accessible, and it also
led to the emergence of the common reader and hence to the appearance from this time onwards of the this-worldly and the informative in literature, and the realism of everyday life and artifacts.4o In
such respects as these the crucial divide comes not in the nineteenth
century but at the beginning of the seventeenth, but all this was
suggested as long ago as 1957 by Lane when he gave his pioneering
study of kanazoshi $tgK
the title "The Beginnings of the Modern
Japanese Novel. "41

39Ekkehard May, Das TokaidomeishokivonAsai Ryoi: Ein Beitrag zu einemneuenLiteraturgenre derfrtihenEdo-zeit, Veroffentlichungen des Ostasien-Instituts der Ruhr-Universitat
Bochum, Band 9 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1973), pp. 1-5. See also Elizabeth L.
Eisenstein, "The Advent of Printing and the Problem of the Renaissance," Past and
Present,45 (1969), pp. 19-89, and The PrintingPress as an Agent of Change:Communications
and CulturalTransformations
in Early-ModernEurope,2 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1979).
40 For studies of the impact of printing in the Tokugawa period, see David Chibbett,
TheHistoryofJapanesePrintingandBookIllustration(Tokyo: Kodansha International, 1977),
Edo no hon'ya-san,NHK bukkusu 299 (Nippon Hoso
pp. 61-90; and Konta Yoz6 +
Shuppan Kyokai, 1977), esp. pp. 1-33.
41 Richard Lane, "The Beginnings of the Modern Japanese Novel: Kana-zoshi, 16001682," HJAS, 20 (1957), 644-701.
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